
 

Youth World Championships official assignation 
to Italy 2024 

 
Italian Sailing Federation shall inform that the Youth World Championships 2024 has been assigned to Italy. 
The event, which it will be competed for the very first time in our Country, represents for World Sailing the most important 
highlight after the Olympics. 
Great satisfaction by the President Francesco Ettorre, The Federal Council and the Organizing Committee for this results which 
states the increasing placement of Italian Sailing Federation in the International relations that in this occasion, is reflected in a 
very prestigious assignment. 
 
Site of the World Championships will be Alto Lago di Garda which will become the natural theatre for an unprecedent spectacle 
from the 13th to the 20th of July 2024 with more than 900 appearances between competing athletes and technical officers for 11 
youth disciplines involved, that counts the male and female fleets for the classes 29er, 420, ILCA6, Nacra 15, Formula Kite and 
Windsurf Youth iQFoil. 
 
The Organizing Committee is composed by: Fraglia della Vela Riva, Lega Navale Italiana Riva del Garda, Circolo Vela Arco, 
Circolo Surf Torbole, Circolo Vela Torbole, Fraglia Vela Malcesine. 
 
Andrea Abodi (Minister for Sport and Youth): "The assignment of the 2024 Youth Sailing World Championships to Italy is a 
certificate of trust and a prestigious recognition given to the Italian Sailing Federation and to President Ettorre by World Sailing. 
The event will turn the spotlight on the Italian sailing movement, not only because it will be the first time that the competition will 
take place in Italian waters, but also because it will take place during the Olympic and Paralympic year, strengthened by the 
results of Tokyo 2020. It will also represent a great stimulus for the young Italian men and women who will participate and will 
certainly assert themselves. A testing ground for technical values, as demonstrated by many big names in this sport who have 
passed through the Youth Sailing World Championships. Therefore, applause goes to President Ettorre and his team for the 
work they are doing to promote and spread all the wonderful sailing disciplines. At the 2024 Youth Sailing World 
Championships, the Ministry for Sport and Youth will guarantee the well-deserved support so that everything can be 
accomplished with maximum success and ensure an appropriate and positive legacy.” 
 
Giovanni Malagò (CONI President) “the historical Youth World Championships 2024 allocation to Italy reward the stature and 
the credibility of the Tricolor Sailing in the International scene, gratifying the Federation’s work together with the Francesco 
Ettorre managing. The Lago di Garda will host a magnificent spectacle, a terrific spot for whole the movement. We are proud for 
this big institutional success which gives prestige to the Country through the power of the Sport which became driving force for 
important beneficial effects.” 
 
Francesco Ettorre (FIV President): “for me and the entire Italian Sailing Federation is reason of huge satisfaction have the 
chance to organize, for the first time in Italy, the Youth World Championship; it represents an International recognition for the 
work carried out so far. For this opportunity, which I define a growing step of our Federation, I wish to thank first of all the WS 
President Quanhai Li; the Government, in the person of the Minister Andrea Abodi, which shows always great sensibility and 
substance; the CONI and the President Giovanni Malagò which I feel even more enphatetic; the Sport e Salute’s President Vito 
Cozzoli. A special thanks to the Council Member of WS Walter Cavallucci, who, once again, has proven his value in building 
International relationships. With pleasure I thank all the clubs composing the Organizing Committee because only thanks to 
them is possible succeed in bringing to life such high value events on the Italian territory. The 2024 will be an intense year but 
those are the challenges for whom make Sports its model.” 
 
Walter Cavallucci (World Sailing Council Membre) “with great satisfaction we learn the 2024 assignation of Youth World 
Championships by World Sailing. It is the most important event – after Olympics – for World Sailing: a strongly wanted project 
by the President Ettorre, on which we worked for months. I wish to thank everyone who have contributed to the achievement of 
this goal, particularly the Italian delegates team which are part of World Sailing committees. Thanks to the many friends from 
abroad who have supported us. This assignment make us proud for the recognition of the great commitment our Federation 
always plays in youth activities.” 
 
Alessandra Sensini (FIV Youth Technical Director) “is a terrific news that the 53rd Youth Sailing World Championships will be 
held in Italy. For the first time in the history the most important Youth Sailing U19 event will be at ours. As Youth Technical 
Director I can’t be more happy about this wonderful news. Always this championships have seen growing young athletes who 
became true champions, in some occasion even legends. Personally I participated three times in my career to this 
championships reaching the 3rd place in two editions. For ours U19 having this event in Italy is an huge opportunity and I am 
sure that the selection it will gets tough. Is a big challenge for the Federation!” 
 

 


